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MinduLaw— Mitakshara, joint family— Renunciation of interest 
in family estate hy one member— Status of remccining  
members.

Where a member o f a Hiiida joint family goveTned by tlie 
Mitakshara law relinquished his interest in the family property, 
left the ancestral village and settled in another village and 
where he and his descendants ceased to have anything to do 
with the other members of the family,

held, that the renunciation merely extinguished the 
renouncing member’s interest in the family estate, but did not 
affect the status of the remaining members quoad the family 
property and they continued to be coparceners as before.

The only effect of renunciation is to reduce the num,ber 
of persons to whom shares would be allotted, if, and when, a 
■division of the estate takes place.

Balahux v. Rukhmahai (1903) L.R. 30 LA. 180; I.L.R. 80 
Gal. 725, Ap'povier v. Rama Suhla Aiyan (1866) 1 1  MJ.A- 75;, 
Amritrao y. MuJcundrao (1919) 15 Nag. I/.R. 165; 13 L.W. 
112 (P.O.) and BalkisKen Das v. Bam Warain Sahu (1903) 
X.R. 30 I.A. 139 ; I.L.R. 30 CaL 738, referred to.

* F rea en i : Lord B,oche, Sir Shadi LiAL and Sir GtBORm ElANsaN.
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V e n k a t a p a t h i  OON'SOLIDATED A P P E A L S  (Nos. 55 and 56 of 1933) 
from a decree of the High Oourt (September 27̂  
1927) modifying a decree of tlie Subordinate Judge 
of Masulipatam (November 9, 1922).

The material facts are stated in the judgment 
of the Judicial Committee,

Dunne K.O. and Subba Row for appellants.
Be Oruyther K.O. and Abdul Majid for res

pondents.
On the question of the effect of relinquishment 

by one member of: his interest in the family 
property on the status of the remaining membors, 
the following aiithoritioa -were referred to in the 
conrsc of the arguments:—

Bed KrisJma v. Ram Krishna{l)  ̂ Mayne’s 
Hindu Law, paragraphs 275, 277 and 496, HaHdas 
Narayandas y. Devkiivarbai(2)  ̂ Appovier y. Rama 
Subha A:iyan{̂ )̂  Balhishen Das y .  Rain Na,rain 
^a/m(4), Balabux v. Rukhmabai{ )̂  ̂ Mst Jatti v. 
Banwari Lal(Q), Rampershad Tewarry y . Sheochurn 
Doss{7)̂  Sudarsanam Maistri y . Naradmhidu 
Maistrii )̂  ̂Golap Chandar Sarkar Sastri’s Hindu 
Law, 6th edition, page 493, and cases cited by him.

The J u d g m e n t  of the Judicial Committee was 
deliYered by Sir Shadi L a l .—These are two con
solidated appeals from a decree of the High Court 
of Judicature at Madras, by which that Court set 
aside a decree of the Subordinate Judge of Masuli- 
patam dismissing the plaintiffs’ suit, and granted 
a declaration that the plaintiffs would be entitled

(1) (1931) L.R. 58 LA. 220; I.L.R. 53 All. 300.
(2) (1926) I.L.R. 50 Bom. 443, 446. (3) (1866) 11 M.T.A. 75.

(4) (1903) L.R. 30 r.A. 139 ; I .L.R. 30 Cal. 738.
(5) (1908) L.R. 30 I.A. 130; I.L.R. 30 Cal. 725.
(6) a923) L.R. 50 I.A, 192; I.L.R. 4 Lah 350.

(7) (1886) 10 M.I.A. 490. (8) (1901) I.L.R. 25 Mad. 149.

SiK 
Sh a d i  L a l .
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to succeed, on the death of their mother, to a venkatapathi 
portion of the estate claimed by thorn. The 
principal question, on which elaborate arguments nâ asimha 
have been advanced by the learned Counsel for the —  * 
parties, is whether the plaintiffs’ maternal grand- s h a u i  L a l . 

father was, or was not, joint in estate with the 
ancestors of the contesting defendants.

The relationship of the persons concerned is 
indicated in the following pedigree :—

Alluri Venkataiajii

Pattabhiramarajii Kriahiiamarajii Akkiraju Ramaraju 

BuoM Tenkayya= Venkatraghavaraju= Venkata JSTarasayya 

Chandrayya

Venkata Narasimliarajii 
(Plaintiff No. 1)

Satyanarayanarajii 
(Plaintiff No. 2)

The common ancestor of the parties, Alluri 
Yenkataraju, and his four sons constituted a joint 
Hindu family governed by the Mitakshara school 
of the Hindu law. They originally resided in 
Gudimellanka in the Godavari district of the 
Madras Presidency, but in or about 1839 the eldest 
son, Pattabhiramaraju, severed his connection 
with the family and wont away to another village 
to earn his livelihood. After Ms departure, 
Yenkataraju and his remaining three sons con
tinued to live together, and it seems that they 
were still living at Gudimellanka when the father 
died in 1842. Thereafter, the three sons left their 
ancestral village and moved first to Jangemsa- 
varam, and finally took up their abode at Chin tala- 
palli where they made their home.

1»A
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Yknkatapatiii wore at tliat place they started business on
a large scale, and acquired valuable properties 
witli tlie profits of tlie business.

On 14tli July 1882, Krisbnamaraju and liis 
son Yenkatragbavaraju were drowned in the 
Godavari river, and the Courts below have con
curred in holding that it was the father who died 
first, and that his son succumbed shortly after
wards on that very daj?-. Venkatraghavarajnleft 
him surviving a widow Narasayya and a claiighter 
Ghandrayya by his pre-deceased wife Buchi 
Yenkayya.

After the deaths of Krishnamaraju and bis son, 
Akkirajii and Rainaraju continued to carry on 
the business, and while they did not recognize 
the right of Venkatraghavajaja’s widow to inherit 
her husband’s share in the estate belonging to the 
family, they provided ample maintenance, not 
only for her and her step-daughter Ghandrayya, 
but also for the widow and daughters of Krish
namaraju.

In 1894, Akkiraju died and was succeeded by 
Eamaraju as the manager of the family estate. 
After the death of Eamaraju which took place in 
1903, there were dissensions between the descen
dants of the two brothers, which culminated in 
1908 in a suit for a partition of the joint estate. To 
that suit which was brought by Subbaraju,a grand
son of Akkiraju, not only were the other male 
descendants of Akkiraju and Eamaraju impleaded 
as defendants, but also Yenkatraghavaraju’s 
daughter Ghandrayya and her two minor sons who 
are the plaintiffs in the present case. No written 
statement was filed on behalf of the minors by
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tlieir motlier wlio was appointed tlieir guaixliaii Venkatapathb 
ad litem ; but in tlie pleas raised by lier on lier 
own behalf slie claimed the estate on the groniid 
of inheritance from her father whOj she said, was 
separate from his collaterals. This plea gave rise 
to an issue about the jointness or otherwise of 
yenkatraghavaraju with Akldrajii and Ramaraju, 
but no evidence was adduced by the parties on 
that issue, and the judgment of the trial Court 
which decreed partition of the estate states that 
the issue “ was given up by the parties The 
decree for partition granted by the Court of first 
instance was affirmed on appeal by the High 
Court.

The joint property was duly partitioned in 
accordance with the decree, and it was not antil 
3rd April 1918 that the suit which has led to 
these appeals was commenced by Chandrayya’s 
sons against the members of the Alluri family 
who were in possession of the estate. They 
alleged that in or about 1839 there was a sepiara- 
tion among the four sons of Yenkataraju, and that 
the property which is the subject-matter of the 
suit was acquired by Krishnamaraju and his son 
Yenkafcraghavaraju, and devolved at the death of 
the latter upon his daughter as his heir under the 
Hindu law. They urged that the judgment pro
nounced in the suit of 1908 was not binding upon 
them, and asked for a declaration of their right to 
succeed, after the death of their mother, to the 
property specified in the schedules attached to the 
plaint which, they said, had belonged to their 
maternal grandfather. Their claim was resisted 
by the descendants of Akkiraju and Bamaraju on
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Venkatapathi Yarious grounds, incl'ading tlie plea that Krishna- 
naaraju with his son was Joint with his brothers, 
and that on the deaths of the father and the son in 
1882 the estate passed to Akkirajn and Ramarajn 
by suTYiTorship . This plea was upheld by the 
trial Judge but his judgment has been reversed 
by the High Court.

Now, the first question which their Lordships 
have to consider is whether there was a separation 
of the Joint family in the lifetime of Yenkataraju. 
There can be no doubt that the father of a joint 
family lias the power to divide the family at any 
time during his life without the consent of his 
sons and, if he makes a division, it has the effect 
of separating not only the father from the sons 
but also the sons mie?-' se. No evidence has, how
ever, been produced to prove such a division by 
Yenkataraju, and the only circumstance, to which 
reference has been made in the arguments, is the 
migration in 1839 of the eldest son Pattahhi- 
ramaraju from his ancestral village to another 
village called Pothumatla where he settled 
permanently. The family was at that time in 
straitened circumstances and had no property 
except a small dwelling house. Not only did 
Pattabhiramaraju relinquish his interest in that 
house but, as found by the Courts in India, he 
severed his connection with the joint family; and 
after his departure he and his descendants had 
nothing to do with tbe other sons of Yenkataraju.

What is the effect of this renunciation upon 
the status of the other members of the family ? 
It is argued that, when one member of a joint 
family separates from the other members, his 
separation operates as a separation of all the



members of tlie family from one anotlier. In Yf.nkatapathi
many cases it may be necessary, in order to ascer-
tain the share of the outgoing member, to fix the Zilsmul
shares which the other coparceners are or would
be entitled to, and in this sense, snbject to the shad”lal.
■question whether these others have agreed to
remain iinited or to reunite, the separation of one
is said to be a yirtual separation of all, Balabux
V. Rukhmahai{l). It is a settled rule that when
the members of a family hold the family estate
in defined shaxes, they cannot be held to be
joint in estate. But no definement of shares
need take place when the separating member
does not receive any share in the estate but
renounces his interest therein. His renunciation
merely extinguishes his interest in the estate,
but does not affect the status of the remaining
members quoad the family property, and they
continue to be coparceners as before. The only
effect of renunciation is to reduce the number of
the persons to whom shares would be allotted, if,
and when, a division of the estate takes place.

The Courts below have, therefore, rightly held 
that the departure of the eldest son did not effect 
a change in the status of Yenkatarajo. and his 
other sons; and that they continued to be members 
of the Joint family.

It appears that it was after the death of the 
father that his three sons began to acquire pro
perty out of the profits of the business carried on 
by them. The eldest of them, Krishnamaraju, 
obtained from Government the monopoly of sell
ing (arrack) liquor in a taluk of the Godavari

(I) (1903)L.B. 30 LA. 130; I.L.R. BO Cal. 725.

1937] MADEAS SEMES 7
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similar 
third

brotlier, Alvkirajii, Avas oiigagGd in tlie work of 
a farmer of Gro'wn lands. Tlicy were successful 
ill tlieir ventures, and it is stated that the -various 
pro]_3orties acquired by them amounted in value- 
to about Es. 1,50,000 in 1882, when Krislinamaraju, 
and his son were drowned in the river.

The learned Judges of the High Court have- 
agreed with, the trial Judge that Veiikatraghava- 
raju died after his father, and the question arises 
whether, at the time of his death, ho was a 
member of a Hindu coparcenary with Akkiraju 
and Eamaraju, or whether he was separate from 
them in estate. On this point, the High Court, 
dissenting j:rom the Subordinate Judge, holds that 
though the estate was not partitioned by metes 
and bounds, there was a severance of the joint 
status, with the result that they held the estate 
not as joint tenants but as tenants in common. 
The learned Counsel for the parties have invited 
their Lordships’ attention to various cases which 
define the nature of a Hindu coparcenary and the 
relations of its members inter sê  and enunciate 
the principles which should be followed in deter
mining tho question of the severance of the joint 
status. The leading case on the subject is that of 
Appovier v. Rama Subha Aiyan{l)  ̂ where Lord 
"Westbury expounds the law in those terms !

“  According to tlie true notion of an undivided family in 
Hindu lawj no individual member of that fafoiljj whilst i t  
remains undivided^ oan predicate of the joint and undivided 
property, that he  ̂ that particular mernber, has a certain definite- 
share. No individual member of an undivided family could gO'

(Ij (I860) 11 M .I.A . 75, 89 ,91 ,
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to the place of the receipt of rentj and claim to take from the Vi;:NKATA.PATnr, 
collector or receiver of the Tenta_, a certain clefirLite sha/re. The 
proceeds of undivided property must be brought, according to 
the theory of an undivided family^ to tlie common chest or 
puTSê  and then dealt with according to the modes of enjoy
ment by the members of an -undivided fam ily/'’

After stating that tiie property ceases to be 
joint property, if it is held in defined sliaros, and 
that an actual partition of the property is not 
necessary for making the family a diyided family, 
he makes the following observations :

“  It is necessary to bear in mind tlie two-fold application 
of the word ' division \ There may be a division of right, and 
there may be a division of property/'

Now, it is not suggested that in the present 
case the brothers ever effected a partition of their 
estate by metes and bounds. The question is
whether there was a division of rights in the 
estate. Their Lordships are, however, unable to 
find any document which caused a severance of 
the joint status in this case. The trial Judge has 
examined various letters written by the members 
of the family and their employees engaged in the 
abkari and other businesses carried on by the 
brothers, and they show that all the three brothers 
wej'e jointly interested in the various concernŝ  
and it appears that it was out of the profits thus 
made by them that they acquired immovable 
properties.

It cannot be disputed that after the death of 
Yenkatraghavaraju in 1882, Akkiraju and Eama- 
raju treated all the properties as the estate of the 
joint family and claimed to be proprietors thereof 
by survivorship. This would undoubtedly be an 
interference with the widow’s right if her hus
band had died as a divided member of the family.
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Tenkatapathi It is clear that t lion oil slie had influential paternal
E.AJTJ

relatiyes to support her cause, they Bot only did
not put forward lier right to succeed to her hus
band’s estate, but recognised that she was entitled 
only to maintenance, and accepted the arrange- 
ment by which she was granted the income 
of a plot of land in lieu of her maintenance. 
It is significant that neither the daughter Ohand» 
rayya, even after attaining majority, nor her sons, 
took any active steps to repel the attack on their 
rights of inheritance until 1918 when the sons 
brought the present action.

The learned Judges of the High Court think 
that the brothers held the estate as tenants in 
common and could not, therefore, be joint in 
status. They observe that

there is nothing like Exhibits CO series in the oase  ̂
the proper inference to draw is that the family is a Hindu 
joint family ,̂ and the question is what is the proper legal 
inference to be made^ keeping Exhibits CO series in con- 
sideration, from the other facts appearing in the case.

In view of the importance attached to the 
documents included in Exhibits 00  series, it is 
necessary to examine them with some care.

It appears that Krishnamaraju had obtained a 
licence for selling arrack liquor in 1876 in the 
taluk of Narasapur, and that his brother Eama- 
raju held a similar licence for selling toddy in the 
same taluk. Now, rule 5 of the rules governing 
the “ exclusive privilege of vending toddy ” pre
scribes that

“  the holder of the licence shall not hold or have any 
interest in the exclusive privilege of maiiut'actaring and selling 
arrack in the part of the district to which his iicence relates/’ 
vide Exhibit OC.



A similar prohibition applied to the holder of a Venkatapathi
xbA JX7

licence for selling arrack. The brothers, however, 
were licensees for selling toddy and arrack in the narasimha 
same area, and their Joint interests in both the —̂ ' 
licences offended against the rule. Tliis -violation sham\ ai.. 
of the rule did not escape notice. A complaint 
was made against them to the Collector of the 
district who directed the Tahsildar of JSTarasapur 
to make an enquiry whether the brothers were in
terested in both the contracts. It was during 
the course of this enquiry that Krishnamaraju 
stated that he and Eamaraju. were divided, and 
that he himself had only the arrack business and 
had nothing to do with the toddy contract for 
which Eamaraju alone was responsible, Exhi
bit CO (2). An exactly similar statement was 
made by Eamaraju, Exhibit 00 (3).

Now, this statement of ICrishnamaraju, which 
runs counter to a subsequent statement made by 
him in 1882 that the brothers were co-sharers in 
the estate, has been held by the trial Judge to be 
false ; but the learned Judges of the High Court 
did not think that the two statements were irre
concilable. They explain that what the brothers 
intended to say in 1876 was that “ they had 
been divided in status ” before 1876, and were, 
therefore, tenants in common in that year ; and 
that the statement of Krishnamaraju in 1882 also 
meant that the brothers were interested in all 
the properties as tenants in common and not as 
joint tenants. This explanation might remove 
the objection of inconsistency between the two 
statements, but it would not satisfy the rule that 
the holder of a licence for selling one liquor 
“ shall not have any interest in the licence for

1937] MADEAS SERIES 11
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Vekkatapatmi selling aiiotlier li.quor in tlio same locality. The 
brothers, even if tlioy woro teiiaiitB in. common in 
resiiect of the liquor contracts, would still be 
interested in the profits and losses resulting from 
each of those contracts. .And this was exactly 
what was prohibited by the ru.le«

Their Lordships regret that they are unable to 
accept the interpretation placed by the High 
Court upon the statements, and they agree wit.li 
the trial Judge that the statements made by the- 
two brothers in 1876 were false. It sometimes 
happens that persons nia,ke statements which 
serve their purpose or proceed upon .ignorance of 
the true position ; and it is not their statements, 
but their relations with the estate, which should 
be taken into consideratio-n in dotermining the 
issue.

The yital factor in a case of this kind is the- 
nature of the interest which the members of the 
family have in the estate. As stated, if there has 
been a division of their right to, or severance of 
their interest in, the estate, they must be held to 
be separate in status, though there has been no 
physical division of the property, and though 
there may be no separation in food or dwelling ; 
AfUiHtrao v. Muhundraoil). If, o.n the other hand, 
there has been no such division of right or sever
ance of interest, they continue to be joint in 
estate, and mere cesser of commensality would 
not make them separate in estate, as a member 
may become separate in food or residence for his 
convenience. A division of right or a severance 
of the joint status may result, not only from an

(1) (1019) 15 Nag. L.R. 1G5; 13 L.W. 112 (P.O.).
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agreement between the parties, but from any act 
or transaction which, has the effect of defining i' 
their shares in the estate, though it may not NAICASIMHA 

partition the estate. If a document clearly shows 
a division of right, its legal construction and shaw\ al. 
effect cannot be controlled or altered by evidence 
of the subsequent conduct of the parties ; Bcd- 
kishen Das v. Bam Narain Sa]m{l).

Having regard to these principles, which are 
established by the cases cited in the course of the 
arguments at the Bar, their Lordships concur in 
the conclusion reached by the trial Judge that 
Yenkatraghavaraju was joint i n ' estate with 
Akkiraju and Eamaraju when he died in 1882, 
and that his interest in the estate passed by 
survivorship to the other coparceners and could 
not descend to his heirs under the Hindu law.
The evidence is strongly in favour of this conclu
sion, and, apart from Exhibits CC series which 
have been already discussed, the High Oourt is 
in agreement with the trial Judge as to its effect.

In view of the plaintiffs’ failure on the merits, 
their Lordships find it unnecessary to determine 
the plea that the rule of res judicata operates 
as a bar to the present claim. This plea raises a 
difficult question, upon which their Lordships 
do not desire to express any opinion.

The result is that the decree of the trial Judge 
dismissing the suit should be restored* Their 
Lordships will, therefore, humbly advise His 
Majesty that the defenda,nts* appeal should be 
allowed, and that preferred by the plaintiffs 
should be dismissed. The plaintiffs must pay the

(1) (1903) L.E. 30 LA, 139; I.L.E. 80 CaL 738.



V e n k a t a p a t h i  costs Inciirrod by tlio dofeiiciaiits iiere as well as 
ill tlie Higli Oourt.

V  e n k a t a -NÂ AsmtiA Solicitors for appellants : Douglas Grant 
Bold.

Solicitor for respondents : (7. K. KannepelU.
c.s.s.
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APPELLATE CEIMINAL.

.Before Sir Owen Beasley, Kfc.̂  Gliief Justice, and 
Mr. Justice Gentle.

1936, In  rb JO N F A L A G A D D A  E A M A L IN G A Y Y A , P etitionee. *  
April 29.

Indian Press {Emergency Powers) Act {XXII l  o/1031), sec. 2 (1) 
and (6)— Mutually exclusive, if—'Pamphlets coming within 
former sub-section, if and when will come within latter—  
Pamphlets coming within sec. 4. (1) (d) of the Act, as 
amended by Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1982_, 
sec. 16— News-sheets if— Unauthorized distribution of 
— Conviction under sec. 18 (1 ) of the Act, for— Class or 
section of His Majesty's subjects in sec. 4 (1 )— Mean
ing of.

Sub-sections 1 and 6 of section 2 of the Indian Press 
(Emergency Powers) Act, 1 9 3 are not mutually exclusive and 
pamphlets coming within sub-section 1 will also come within 
sub-section 6 if they contain any matter described in 
section 4 (1) of that Act, as amended by the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act, 1932.

The petitioners, members of the Labour Protection League, 
were convicted under section 18 ( 1) of the Indian Press 
(Emergency Powers) Act, 1931, of the offence of having 
distributed unauthorized news-sheets, namely, two pamphlets 
which were part of a series issued by the said league. One of

‘ Criminal Revision Cases Noa. 926 to 930 of 1935 (Criminal Revision 
Petitions Noa. 865 to 859 of 1935).


